Delivering Sales Excellence
an APPE Case study
“APPE chose AgilityWorks because right from
the initial engagement they understood our
requirements and demonstrated a track record
of using SAP technology to achieve sales
performance improvement.”
Craig Dixon, IT Director, APPE

· A single view of opportunities by market and product
· Improved accountability through reporting and analytics
· Comprehensive ability to capture intelligence for customer marketing
· Easier to share and see information about accounts
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SAP Cloud for Customer
APPE selected the SAP Cloud for
Customer solution and AgilityWorks
to put in place a new sales solution
that is simpler, more cost effective,
and that supports the transition to a
single sales organisation operating
across all countries and plants.
Cloud for Customer was selected
primarily for its intuitive user
interface (to drive high user
adoption); its native mobile
capability; its extensive in-built
reporting and dashboards; and its
standard integration to SAP ECC.

“Throughout the
project AgilityWorks
have worked with us
collaboratively and
adaptively, which was a
key factor in delivering a
successful project, both
on-time and on-budget.
The hands-on, Agile
approach meant that
we quickly understood
the solution and could
rapidly shape it to our
speciﬁc needs.“

APPE - Delivering Sales Excellence
The Business Challenges
As the leading designer, developer and manufacturer of PET packaging, APPE
found that the existing XRM solution used by the sales teams did not adequately
support operations growth. Internally developed, the XRM solution covered both
sales and basic project management processes, managing the complex process of
working with clients to design new packaging but increasingly did not support
some key sales requirements.
• Complex to use
• Information not consistently maintained
•No single view of markets and customers
• Sales opportunity approvals took too long
• Unable to easily share market intelligence and account updates
• No integration to Outlook
XRM was becoming more and more bespoke and required a substantial
investment in additional programming to improve processes and eliminate faults.
The challenge was to ﬁnd a replacement system that was ﬂexible, easy to use,
available off-line, and offered a signiﬁcant business and commercial beneﬁt rather
than a hindrance. The solution also had to integrate seamlessly to the strategic
SAP ERP system.

The Project
The project was delivered on-time and on-budget over a 12 week period,
with the initial go-live across multiple sales teams in the UK, France, Belgium,
and Germany.
The project used AgilityWorks’ user centric agile methodology to ensure that the
solution remained tightly aligned with business requirements and the speciﬁc
requirements of individual business roles. Workshops were “hands-on” and
structured around rapid prototypes of the solution, allowing the project team to
quickly reﬁne the solution based on business user feedback.

Craig Dixon, IT Director, APPE
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Business Beneﬁts
Key beneﬁts achieved by the project
include:

• Ability to work and report on mobile
devices

• A single view of opportunities by
market, product and the central
resources required

• A more comprehensive ability to
capture intelligence about customers
for marketing

• Reduction in time and complexity of
opportunity approvals

• Integration to Outlook for Contacts
and Appointments

• Easier to share and see information
about accounts

• One set of data across front- and
back-ofﬁce systems

• More accountability for key sales
ﬁgures through better reporting and
analytics

Technical Solution Details
SAP Cloud for Customer has been deployed, with SAP HANA Cloud Integration
to integrate to the backend SAP ECC solution.
Using SAP Cloud for Customer enabled APPE to take advantage of its state of the
art user interface, ﬂexible framework to add ﬁeld extensions, powerful reporting,
and native mobility. SAP HANA Cloud Integration provided out of the box
integration to SAP ECC which reduced the time and costs of integration signiﬁcantly.
To support one of the key objectives of providing key information and reports
to sales users, the project also delivered a solution to display key reports from
APPE’s BI reporting suite for
sales users.

About APPE
APPE is a leading designer, developer & manufacturer of PET packaging. APPE
works throughout Europe & North Africa with global brand owners producing
award-winning packaging solutions.

About AgilityWorks
AgilityWorks is a disruptive solutions
and services company. We transform
clients into digital enterprises by
redeﬁning customer engagement
models and associated operating
models. We enable this through
creative application of integrated
mobile, big data and cloud solutions.

Operating across a wide range of markets segments from carbonated soft drinks to
alcohol, from household goods to personal care, APPE’s highly experienced & skilled
teams work with clients to create lightweight and innovative packaging solutions to
maximise the customers brand value..
Company: APPE
Location: Wrexham, UK
Industry: Packaging
Website: www.appepackaging.com
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